
Elephant Gin’s Award-Winning Small Batch Sloe Gin  

Since 2015, Elephant Gin has been releasing a strictly limited small batch edition of its handcrafted Ele-
phant Sloe Gin. Combining the taste of the award-winning Elephant London Dry Gin with the classic 
flavour of fresh sloes, these wild berries add a richly rounded, lightly sweet and exquisitely fruity bouquet as 
well as a typical warm red colour. Compared to other sloe gins, Elephant Sloe Gin has a relatively low sugar 
content, paired with a higher alcohol volume of 35 percent. This makes it ideally suited to mixing in cock-
tails as well as enjoying neat. All Elephant Sloe Gin bottles are adorned with beautiful  traditional beads 
handmade by three Maasai tribe members from Kenya. 

Since the creation of its London Dry Gin, Elephant Gin has been focusing on resolutely artisan production 
methods and ensuring that only highest quality ingredients are used. The same applies for the Elephant Sloe 
Gin, which contains exclusively fresh wild sloes. These succulent berries are harvested ripe, just after the first 
frost, for the fullest flavour. The fruit is picked by hand and carefully selected - only the best berries are kept 
for the sloe gin production. The skin of the fruits is then cut before the berries are left to macerate in Elephant 
London Dry Gin for several months. The result is a red-tinted spirit that unfolds a richly rounded, lightly 
sweet and exquisitely fruity bouquet. A deliberately discreet addition of sugar triggers a perfect balance be-
tween tart and sweet notes – without the need for additional artificial flavours. 

Just as with their handcrafted Elephant London Dry Gin, the company takes an entirely artisan approach to 
create their sloe gin. Through constant testing and tasting, the distiller awaits the right moment to determine 
when to stop the maceration of the sloes in the gin. This closely monitored process ensures that the sloe gin 
has come to full fruition and achieve the perfect roundness of flavours. 

Strictly speaking, a sloe gin is a not a spirit, but a liqueur made from gin and sloes. While both sloe and classic 
gin have the word “gin” in common, the colour, taste, alcohol volume, sugar content and production methods 
are quite different. In fact, this sloe liqueur is sweeter and has a lower alcohol content. Its typical ingredient is 
the fruit of the European wild blackthorn, the sloe berry that belongs to the family of plums. These dark blue 
berries have a tart and relatively bitter taste, while being particularly rich in vitamin C. There are many tra-
ditional home recipes for the preparation of a sloe gin especially popular in the 20th century when the manu-
factured liqueur lost much of its reputation with an introduction of sloe syrup and artificial flavours. Today, 
sloe gin is experiencing a true renaissance due to a new interest in native wild fruits liqueurs.  



Each bottle of Elephant Sloe Gin is custom-made and adorned with handwritten labels, which emphasises the 
quality standards. The purple label of Elephant Sloe Gin is marked with the production vintage and bottle 
number of each particular batch. All Elephant Sloe Gin bottles are adorned with beaded strings handmade by 
three Maasai tribe ladies in Kenya, whom we provide with job opportunities in a region affected by poverty 
and unemployment. The Maasai are known for their distinctive customs, dress and skilful jewellery making. 

Beadwork has been an essential part of their culture for generations, with the women meeting daily, working 
on a rainbow of bracelets, necklaces & pendants. Every woman in the tribe will have been taught the craft, 
and will go on to teach future generations this symbolic art, something that Elephant Gin is proud to support. 

With an alcoholic volume of 35 percent and well-balanced sweetness, Elephant Sloe Gin can be enjoyed neat 
as well as in long drinks and cocktails.  

Elephant Sloe Gin has been honoured over the past few years with notable awards for its taste and 
quality 

      

                     

                    

                    


